Digital transformation partner for Max Life Insurance,
the leading private life insurer in India

About The Customer
Max Life Insurance Company Limited is the leading non-bank promoted private life insurer in India. It has 250+ offices
spread across 140+ cities. The total “Sum Assured” by the company stands at more than INR 9,00,000 Cr. (>USD 120Bn)
and the “Assets Under Management” value at more than INR 65,000 Cr. (>USD 8Bn).

Background

Industry: BFSI

Insurance being a high-context product has traditionally been sold
through sales channel intermediaries like agents. However, by the year
2016, Max Life started noticing the rising importance of the millennial
consumer base and thus the rising potential of a B2C revenue share
in an otherwise B2B dominated market. This customer base was more
interested in a self-service driven purchase cycle as against buying it from
an agent.

Highlights:
Go-To-Market time for online product
launch from 6 months to a few weeks
Complete redesign of its experiential
platform to enable better user
engagement & faster B2C conversions
Enabled Bancassurance as a B2C revenue
channel for Max Life Insurance

To target this customer base, Max Life needed to provide its customers
with an easy-to-follow flow with an engaging experience that enhanced
their understanding of Insurance offerings and helped close sales on the
platform. Moreover, only a small fraction of overall Max life products
were available on their online platform and it needed quicker product
launch capabilities to realize the full potential of their B2C channel. Max
Life was also exploring bancassurance channels to partner with leading
banks to increase their customer base and product demand. Hence it
would require similar synergies on those channels as well.

TO THE NEW comes Into The Picture
Max Life Insurance needed a technology partner that could first thoroughly understand their entire ecosystem and transform
the end-user experience for its customers and prospects. TO THE NEW team conducted multiple discovery workshops
with key stakeholders from Max Life to develop a complete understanding of its ecosystem and thus device an effective
roadmap for solutions.
With the migration to Adobe Experience Manager (AEM), TO THE NEW enabled effective content asset management
for Max Life. This migration laid the foundation for Chassis - the product launch framework created by TO THE NEW
which remarkably reduced Go-To-Market time for Max Life
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TO THE NEW put in place, an AWS based single backend platform strategy for customer onboarding journey at Max
Life, including both B2B and B2C. The scope covered the whole lifecycle from the policy quotation to the issuance.
This facilitated a faster product launch and improved platform maintainability many folds.
TO THE NEW implemented Cloud-native stack in a microservice-based architecture for Max lIfe’s platform that enabled
rapid application prototyping & service virtualization. This helped effectively manage heterogeneous API-driven
applications and rendered Plug-n-Play flexibility for future applications.
TO THE NEW completely revamped Max Life’s website to deliver a mobile-first responsive experience with a simple yet
effective UI/UX, SEO friendly structuring, intuitive navigation for the site visitors, effective storytelling through content,
multiple insurance calculators in-built, and improved product listings on the respective website pages.
TO THE NEW implemented an end-to-end frontend and backend platform integration with Max Life’s partner banks
to provide an engaging co-branded experience to the B2C customers through bancassurance channels

Business Impact
Significant increase in the B2C revenue share in the total Max Life Insurance revenue
Max Life’s product launch duration was reduced from 6 months to just a few weeks
Bancassurance gave a new and effective lever for market penetration in the B2C segment for Max Life, directly impacting
their revenue funnel
A highly personalized user experience enhanced with functionalities like the insurance calculators helped Max Life
Insurance to significantly increase end-user engagement and close sales
Max Life could now effectively monitor and target specific users or groups with an understanding of the user journey
on its platform
SEO improvements led Maxlife to reach the top 3 in major insurance-related search categories/keywords.

Technology Stack
Frontend
Backend
Cms
DevOps
Testing
Cloud
Others

Know more about our offerings
www.tothenew.com

Talk to Our Experts
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